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!
Abstract!

A!major!issue!for!policy!makers!and!planners!is!the!definition!of!the!"ideal"!regional!partition,!i.e.!
the!delimitation!of!subFregional!domains!showing!a!sufficient!level!of!homogeneity!with!respect!
to! some! specific! territorial! features.! In! Sardinia,! the! second!major! island! in! the!Mediterranean!
sea,! politicians! and! analysts! have! been! involved! in! a! 50! year! process! of! identification! of! the!
correct!pattern! for! the!province,! an! intermediate!administrative!body! in!between! the!Regional!
and!the!municipal!administration.!In!this!paper,!we!compare!some!intermediate!body!partitions!
of!Sardinia!with!the!patterns!of!the!communities!of!workers!and!students,!by!applying!grouping!
methodologies! based! on! the! characterization! of! Sardinian! commuters'! system! as! a! complex!
weighted!network.!We!adopt!an!algorithm!based!on!the!maximization!of!the!weighted!modularity!
of!this!network!to!detect!productive!basins!composed!by!municipalities!showing!a!certain!degree!
of! cohesiveness! in! terms! of! commuter! flows.! The! results! obtained! lead! to! conclude! that! new!
provinces! in! Sardinia! seem! to! have! been! designed! Feven! unconsciouslyF! as! labour! basins! of!
municipalities!with!similar!commuting!behaviour.!!
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Abstract(

In&this&work,&we&provide&a&data&analytic&approach&to&model&the&European&ATM&Network&Flow&as&
to&identify&the&patterns&of&delay&propagation&across&the&network.&&The&basis&of&the&analysis&
stems&from&FP7&project&Resilience2050&which&focuses&on&new&design&principles&towards&
fostering&safety,&agility&and&resilience&for&ATM.&&In&order&to&identify&patterns&existing&within&the&
ATM&system,&ALL_FT+&data&is&used&to&define&the&airspace&and&the&network&structure.&&Using&this&
airspace&and&network&structure,&a&general&sourceRsink&delay&propagation&model&is&generated.&
The&current&work&focuses&on&identifying&the&stochastic&model&of&the&ATM&network&as&to&be&able&
to&predict&the&behavior&of&the&network&under&disturbances.&Thus&the&approach&is&envisioned&to&
lead&to&estimation&and&learning&algorithms&that&will&enable&dynamic&reconfiguration&of&the&
network&under&stressful&events&as&they&evolve.&As&a&part&of&this&work,&we&review&the&basic&
elements&of&the&work&including&data&analytic&synthesis&of&the&network&structure&and&the&design&
of&the&delay&propagation&model.&In&addition&the&work&provides&the&basis&towards&identifying&
current&ATM&elements&key&for&future&resilient&ATM&design.&
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The SESAR-JU WP-E ELSA project aims at developing an empirically grounded agent

based model that describes some of the stylized facts observed in the Air Tra�c Management

of the European airspace. The model itself has two main parts, a Strategic layer and a

Tactical layer, which aim to emulate the two main steps occurring in the ATM: (i) the

strategic layer, simulating the interaction between the Network Manager and the ACs and

(ii) the tactical layer, focused on aircraft and controllers behaviours in Air Tra�c Control

(ATC) sectors.

In the strategic layer, we model the interaction process between air companies and the

Eurocontrol Central Flow Management Unit (CFMU) network manager in order to choose

the allocation of flights in the airspace, given the constraints due to capacity and/or safety

restrictions. More specifically, in this layer of the model, we assume that a specific airspace

is given, together with its sector structure, airport location, and sector capacities. Then air

companies submit to the network manager a number of possible flight plans for each desired

flight. The way in which air companies select the flight plans is driven by an optimization

process, where a company-specific cost function is used. The network manager then selects

which flight plans are viable, given the current constraints and allocations of the airspace.

Finally, the air company selects the best among the accepted flight plans.

The agents of the tactical layer are aircraft/pilots and controllers who are active at the

level of single ATC sectors. In this layer we model and simulate the events that make the

planned trajectories (M1) transform into real ones (M3), with the aim of investigating the

issues that a↵ect the predictability of the flight-plans within the ATM system. In the present

version of the model the controllers perform two types of actions: they give directs in order

to facilitate the airlines operations and they resolve possible conflicts between trajectory

pairs by mainly issuing horizontal re-routings and changes of vertical flight levels. The

interaction between pilots/aircraft and controllers occurs to resolve two main issues: (i) due
to the fact that the M1 flight trajectories are not conflict-free pilots/aircraft and controllers

have to interact in order to make the trajectories conflict-free; (ii) further interactions are

due to the fact that during the en-route phase of the flight there may happen weather events

or congestion events that require a modification of the flight trajectory.
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The importance of air transport has considerably grown in time, being nowadays an essential fast mean
to connect national and international locations. Despite the competition with other new transportation
systems, above all high-speed railways, and the recent economical crisis that reduced the load of tra�c, an
increase of air tra�c demand over Europe has been forecast in the coming years. This growth of the tra�c
load could bring the actual Air Tra�c Management system (ATM) over its capacity limits so that safety
standards and performances might not be guaranteed anymore. Hence, it is important to understand the
limits and the features of the current system, seeking for new solutions aimed at improving its capacity.
Complex Systems Physics has already proven to be useful to study and understand the criticality of many
transportation systems.

In the current ATM system each aircraft is supposed to fly over predefined “airways” between some
geographical references called navigation points. Safety standards are guaranteed by air tra�c controllers,
whose duty is to prevent aircraft from getting too close each other. In order to guarantee such separa-
tion, controllers can perform easily the required redirections without the need of following the established
preexistent airways.

In this paper we present a simplified model of Air Tra�c Control (ATC), where air tra�c is regulated
by controllers who provide the necessary safety separation between aircrafts while trying to minimize flight
delays. As the tra�c load increases, the model shows a phase transition from a phase in which all conflicts are
resolved irrespective to the tra�c pattern injected in the system, to a phase in which many conflicts cannot
be resolved anymore. The model is first tested onto an idealized regular airspace with periodic boundary
conditions and then applied to the actual airspaces recovered by means of real historical data. The presented
study is innovative in considering the “geographical” structure of the routes and in analysing the e↵orts of
the ATC to provide separation between aircraft, preventing or minimising delays at the same time.
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Modelling)for)Resilience)in)Transportation)Systems)
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)

Resilience) is) an) important) feature) of) natural) and) social) complex) systems.) )This) describes) the)

system) ability) to) continue) operating) important) functionalities) despite) serious) perturbations.)

Resilience) is) highly) desirable) also) for) technical) systems) where) this) capability) is) by) far) less)

developed.) )One) reason) for) this) situation) is) the) lack) of) formal)models) that) explicitly) take) into)

account)resilience.))

In)this)work,)we)describe)a)mathematical)model)called)stochastic)hybrid)systems.)This)model)has)

been)developed)in)a)long)series)of)papers)and)it)presents)the)advantage)of)modeling)explicitly)the)

random) perturbations) and) the) faulty) states.) Moreover,) we) use) coarse) graining) to) define) a)

preorder)relation)that)allows)system)comparison)with)respect)system)resilience.)))

)
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)
In) this) talk) we) will) study) the) multiplex) character) of) transportation) networks) from) two)
different)perspectives.)First)we)will) analyze)a) real) transportation)system)(the)European)Air)
Transportation) Network)) as) a) multiplex) networks) in) which) the) layers) are) defined) as) the)
network)of) flights)of)a)given)company.)We)will) focus)on)how)the)network)properties)of) the)
whole) transportation) system) emerges)when) airlines) (layers))merge) together.)) By) following)
the)same)procedure)we)will)analyze)the)differences)between)major)and)lowQcost)airlines.)In)a)
second)part)we)will) describe) transport)processes) in) a)multiplex) from)a) theoretical) point) of)
view.)To)this)end)we)rely)on)diffusion)phenomena,)being)the)most)simple)framework)to)deal)
with)the)transportation)properties)of)a)complex)system.)We)will)show)that)the)relevant)time)
scale) for) diffusion) in) a)multiplex) depends) strongly) on) the) characteristics) of) its) layers.) The)
main)result)of)this)approach)is)the)existence)of)a)superQdiffusion)regime)in)which)the)diffusion)
time) scale) is) smaller) than) those) of) its) layers.)We) discuss) what) are) the)) conditions) for) this)
regime) in) terms) of) the) properties) of) the) layers) that) compose) the)multiplex) transportation)
system.)
)
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Due to the frequent occurrence of natural disasters, demonstrations, and road works in urban areas, in recent 

years resilience of urban street networks plays an increasingly important role in our modern life. For instance, 

when urban street networks are blocked by heavy rain or planned engineering work, local street networks may 

fail while the entire network retains transit capability. The issue of network robustness can be addressed by 

analyzing how the network structure changes as vertices or edges are removed. Previous work has considered 

how the structure of complex networks change as vertices or edges are removed in terms of the order of their 

importance, measured by calculating their degree and centralities.  

In this paper, we study the robustness of two real urban street networks with different layouts. Taking 

London and Beijing street networks as example, an experiment is performed to simulate random failures and 

selective attacks in the both street networks. We find that the grid-like network is more robust than the radical-

like network. The finding could be used for layout optimization of urban street networks, and reliability 

improvement of urban street networks, especially in the case of road closures due to social disturbances or 

natural disasters.  

Keywords: London, Beijing, Urban street network, Resilience analysis  
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We investigate the roles that activities of di↵erent duration have in the structure of the indi-

vidual mobility patterns. The use of di↵erent timescales permits us to understand the role played

by the Benford’s law of activity durations. Besides, shu✏ing stops depending upon their duration

it has been possible to identify three di↵erent classes of activities that contribute di↵erently to

the final structure of the individual mobility patterns. Under this point of view, individual mobil-

ity turns out to be a combination of (apparently) random and deterministic decisions, related to

di↵erent classes of activities according to the time cost function.



Identifying communities in the urban bus network

of Madrid. Algorithm analysis.
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Madrid city has a population of 3,254,950 on a extension of 60,683 hectares and an urban bus network with 204 lines and

4,455 stops. Madrid has also 21 administrative districts.

This paper models the urban bus network of Madrid as a graph G = (N;L), where N is the set of nodes corresponding to

the stops and L is the set of links between them, several algorithms (Fag-Ec, Mcode, Blonde and Walktrap) are applied to

identify communities and to propose modifications in the topology for building an outstanding public urban bus system. We

also analyze the communities map over the 21 districts of Madrid and study the singularity of the transport lines for the best

method.








